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INTRODUCTION

Because of the scale of dam construction that has taken place in the United
States, society now has before it a set of choices regarding the kind of river
characteristicswe desire. Like it or not, we control the destiny of these streams.
Traditionally, river managers have focused on issues of engineeringefficiency,
sometimes to the neglect of the in-stream environmental values. The engineering matters remain a focus of management, but our society must also choose
whether or not to manage rivers for their intrinsic environmental values. We
can consciously choose to manage our rivers for certain anticipated environmental consequences, or we can intentionally choose to accept the environmental responses as they haphazardly occur.1

In 1986, the United States Congress designated the Upper Mississippi River System as both a "nationally significant ecosystem" and a
"nationally significant commercial navigation system." 2 It then instructed that "Itihe system shall be administered and regulated in recognition of its several purposes." 3 This ambivalence in river
legislation reflects a tension that exists on many rivers in the United
States. On the one hand, Congress invests heavily in the engineering
of a river, while, on the other, declaring its desire to protect, in some
way, the same river's natural features. This Article describes a case
in which an attempt to balance river protection and river development
is being played out on one 59-mile stretch of the longest river in the
United States-the Missouri. The goal here is to explore several of
the legal boundaries between water resources "development" and river
protection and restoration.
Historically, the United States has aggressively built, on its own,
navigation channels, harbors and ports, flood control structures, levees, irrigation projects, municipal water supplies, hydroelectric plants,
and recreation facilities. In this role as the principal developer of
water resources projects, it has created large development agencies,
foremost among which is the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps").
The overall result is that few rivers, if any, are undeveloped, and the
resulting government-built development projects dominate. In recent
decades, the sponsoring legislation for these water projects is found in
the comprehensive "Water Resources Development Acts," which
emerge from the Congress at typically two-year intervals. At the
same time, and of a clearly smaller percentage when measured by the
relative commitment of financial resources, Congress has sponsored
1.

MICHAEL COLLIER ET AL., DAMS AND RwEas: PRIMER ON THE DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS OF DAMs 1 (1996).

2. Water Resources Development Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-662, § 1103(a)(2), 100
Stat. 4082, 4225 (1986).
3. Id.
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projects that seek to protect natural river features, including in some
cases ecosystem functions. The formats for such efforts are diverse,
and may include National Wildlife Refuges, National Parks, National
Monuments, specific restoration projects, or designation under the
Rivers Act; specifically crafted legislaWild, Scenic, and Recreational
4
tion is not uncommon.
Intensive engineering projects on rivers lead to conflict with interests that value the natural features and services of a river. As early
as 1974 this tension was apparent:
[M]uch of the recent law has been made in situations of conflict between the
Government and environmentalists concerned about the adverse effects of a
project on a biophysical environment: the flooding of a national park or monument by a reservoir, the channelization of a stream for flood control purposes,
the destruction of fish, wildlife and plants when a free-flowing stream is replaced by a reservoir, or the5 effects of a large plant's intake facilities or its
discharges of heated waters.

The conflicts inherent in the water resources development process
have continued, made more intense by the need to apply the Clean
Water Act, 6 the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969,7 and the
Endangered Species Act of 19738 to new and existing water projects.
In addition, the true impacts of a complex water project on the natural
environment often become apparent only after many years. Because
the bulk of the existing projects were constructed after World War II,
such effects are just now becoming more apparent.
Finally, Congress frequently authorizes development projects and
protection projects on the same river without acknowledging the conflict that results from this lack of coordination. By legislating on separate lines, Congress leaves to the agencies, interested citizens, and the
courts the task of resolving the tension that Congress itself created.
In fact, a considerable part of domestic environmental law is a search
for the limits to the development authorizations found in the various
Water Resource Development Acts.
II.
A.

THE MISSOURI RIVER AND ITS DEVELOPMENT

The Natural River

The Missouri River originates on the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains near Three Forks, Montana, and originally ran an esti4. E.g., 16 U.S.C. § 544 (2000) (This statute specifically deals with the Columbia
River Gorge National Scenic Area.).
5. William A. Hillhouse II, The Federal Law of Water Resources Development, in
FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAw 845 (Erica L. Dolgin & Thomas G.P. Guilbert eds.,
1974).
6. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (2000).
7. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370d (2000).
8. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544 (2000).
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mated 2,551 miles, since shortened to 2,321 miles. 9 Its uniqueness
stems in part from the fact that the basin includes arid, semi-arid, and
humid climates. The basin of the Missouri drains three distinct
physiographic areas: the Rocky Mountains, the Interior Plains, and
the Interior Highlands.1O Historically, the River was a diverse riverine/floodplain ecosystem of braided channels, riparian lands, chutes,
sloughs, islands, sandbars, backwater areas, and natural floodplain
communities. 1 1 The River's ecosystem supported diverse populations
of native fishes, birds and mammals. At least 160 species of wildlife
were resident or migrant to the system, and 156 native fish species
lived in the main stem and tributaries.12 The floodplain was extensively forested throughout the basin,13 with wetland, prairies, and
sandbar habitats mixed into both the floodplain and the channel.14
As a classic "large river" the hallmark of the Missouri's ecosystem
was the seasonal flooding, which promoted the exchange of nutrients
and organisms among habitats:15
The natural hydrologic cycle of the Missouri River was once characterized by
two floods each spring. Water levels and discharges were low in the fall and
winter. Temporally, the first flood, or "March rise," was caused by melting
snow on the plains and breakup of ice in the main channel and tributaries.
The crest of this flood usually flattened as it progressed downstream. The
second flood, or "June rise," was produced by the combined runoff from melting snow in the Rocky Mountains augmented by rainfall throughout the basin.
16
This flood generally was the larger of the two.

The annual flood pulses were so predictable across time that plants
and animals adapted to take advantage of them.17 The exceptional
diversity and productivity of the River was linked closely to this hydrologic pattern.' 8 Closely associated with this pattern of flood pulses
9.

U.S.

FISH & WILDLIFE SERv., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, BIOLOGICAL OPINION ON

THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE MISSOURI RIVER MAIN STEM RESERVOIR

SYSTEM 118 (2000) [hereinafter FWS, MISSOURI RIVER BIOLOGICAL OPINION 2000].

10. James C. Schmulbach et al., The Missouri River-GreatPlains Thread of Life, in
WATER QUALITY IN NORTH AMERICAN RIVER SYSTEMS, 137-39 (C. Dale Becker &
Duane A. Neitzel eds., 1992).

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Richard E. Sparks, Need for Ecosystem Management of Large Rivers and Their
Floodplains, 45 BIOSCIENCE 168 (1995). See Peter B. Bayley, Understanding
Large River-Floodplain Ecosystems, 45 BIOSCIENCE 153 (1995) and Barry L.
Johnson et al., Past, Present and Future Concepts in Large River Ecology: How
Rivers Function and How Human Activities Influence River Processes, 45 BIo-

SCIENCE 134 (1995), for general information on "large rivers."
16. Schmulbach et al., supra note 10, at 139.

17. Id.
18. Sparks, supra note 15. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 2000 Opinion states:
The natural hydrograph was very dynamic and highly variable from
year to year as well as from one segment of the river to another. In gen-
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was the high sediment and nutrient load from overbank flooding carried by the river and from the tributaries, which drain highly erodible,
unglaciated soils.19 A constant process of erosion and redeposition,
based on interaction between the floodplain and the channels, was
thus also central to the River's rich biotic life. As summarized recently by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, "[r]iverine
aquatic habitat, floodplain habitat, biodiversity, and the health of the
Missouri River ecosystem was primarily shaped by the timing, variability, and amplitude -of the natural hydrograph and the interaction
20
between the river and its floodplain."
B.

The Developed River

Although Congress had invested sporadically in Missouri River
navigation, federal development of the River dates from 1944 for all
practical purposes. In that year the Flood Control Act of 194421 authorized what came to be known as the Pick-Sloan Plan of development. In the following year, Congress authorized deepening and
22
completion of the navigation channel.
The principal engineering features on the upper river are six "main
stem" dams which are located along a thousand-mile stretch of the
River running from Yankton, South Dakota upstream to Glasgow,
Montana. In 1977, it could be said that Fort Peck Dam was the second
largest earthen dam in the world, and Oahe Dam was third.23 At the
base of the flood control pools, these six dams provide a million acres
of flat water; at full pool they total 755 miles in length. 24 There are
eral, the typical hydrologic pattern on average water years was characterized by a peak in March/April from snowmelt in the plains and ice
melt on the river and tributaries, a decline in May, a higher peak in June
... from snowmelt in the Rocky Mountains and rainfall throughout the
basin, and declining flows throughout the summer and fall.
FWS, MISSOURI RIVER BIOLOGICAL OPINION 2000, supra note 9, at 119.
19.

Schmulbach, Hesse, and Bush state:
Before flows on the Missouri River were controlled, the river transported

a mean annual sediment load that increased from 25 million tonnes at
Fort Peck, Montana to 150 million tonnes at Yankton, South Dakota;
175 million tonnes at Omaha, Nebraska, and 250 million tonnes at its
confluence with the Mississippi River.
Schmulbach, supra note 10, at 142.
20. FWS, MISSOURI RIVER BIOLOGICAL OPINION 2000, supra note 9, at 120.

21. Pub. L. No. 78-534, § 665, 58 Stat. 887, 896-97 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 460d,
825s (1944); 33 U.S.C. §§ 701-1, 701a-1, 701b-1, 708, 709 (1944); 43 U.S.C. § 390
(1944)); see generally John P. Guhin, The Law of the Missouri, 30 S.D. L. REV. 350
(1985).
22. River and Harbor Act of 1945, Pub. L. No. 79-14, 59 Stat. 10.
23. MIsSOURI RIVER DIV., U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG'RS, MISSOURI RIVER, SOUTH DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, NORTH DAKOTA, MONTANA: REVIEW REPORT FOR WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ("THE UMBRELLA STUDY") B-42 (vol. 2 1977) [hereinafter
CORPS, 1977 UMBRELLA STUDY].

24. Id.
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numerous other storage reservoirs, large and small, on tributaries
throughout the basin.25
The navigation channel is an equally intense engineering feature
of the River, which runs in an open channel some 730 miles from
Sioux City, Iowa to the mouth. 26 An extraordinary run of revetments,
dikes, levees, and other structures contain the River in a narrow channel all to little economic benefit. As the Corps's own historian reports,
"[firom the point of view of commercial tonnage, the engineering accomplishment has been wasted effort ....
since . . . [tihe . . . bank
stabilization and navigation project did not even get underway until
the railways had won the hauling competition." 27 Nonetheless, holding the River channel available to commercial navigation for around
eight months of the year consumes a significant quantity of water.
Depending on the available flows from downstream tributaries, the
upstream dams may be required to provide approximately 30,000 cu28
bic feet per second at Sioux City, Iowa.
III.

FLOW MANAGEMENT EMERGES AS THE CRITICAL
ISSUE ON THE MISSOURI RIVER

A.

The Post-Development River

The Missouri River is now an intensely managed river with enormous carryover capacity. As measured in simple quantity terms, this
stored water would seem to be more than adequate to meet all of the
needs of the citizens in the basin, with ample surplus for additional
uses. Despite this appearance, controversy over the river and its
water continues. Traditional legal concepts of simple allocation
among competing users and uses, known to water lawyers under the
familiar heading of "the law of the river," are distinguishable and not
useful. Professor Tarlock has aptly described this as a paradox, involving conflict over absolute abundance, rather than scarcity: 2 9
Ultimately, the Missouri Basin states must recognize that the primary 'use' of
the river will always be non-consumptive and that what must be shared is a
managed flow resource. This vision of the Missouri reflects the current debate
between two alternative visions of river systems which are competing for dominance within the water community. The traditional multiple-use vision of a
river system as a commodity to be used to the maximum extent possible is still
the dominant vision world-wide. It is alive and well in China and many other
parts of the developing world, but it is slowly giving way to a newer ecological
integrity vision. This vision is less clearly articulated because it rests on a
25. Schmulbach et al., supra note 10, at 139.
26. CORPS, 1977 UMBRELLA STUDY, supra note 23, at B-46.
27. JOHN FERRELL, SOUNDINGS: ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF THE MISSOURI RIVER NAVIGA28.

TION PROJECT 133-35 (1996).
Guhin, supra note 21, at 417.

29. A. Dan Tarlock, The Missouri River: The Paradox of Conflict Without Scarcity, 2
GREAT PLAINS NAT. RESOURCES J. 1 (1997).
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more complex view of nature and man's role in the functioning of natural systems. Thus, it is not a simple river preservation concept, rather it starts from
the premise that we try to integrate human use of a river system with the
of its natural environmental sustainability on a landscape
maintenance
30
scale.

This Article, then, is a description of the attempt to implement both
multiple-use river development and aspects of the natural river's functions in a situation where, in Tarlock's phrase, "the flow is the resource."31 The significance of flow as the critical resource has
emerged gradually as circumstances on the River have changed and
as human knowledge has advanced.
B.

Emergence of a New Process: The Master Manual

It is fair to say, in general at least, that until the 1990s, the Corps
operated the Missouri as a straightforward engineering project and
paid little attention to economic and environmental issues. In 1989,
however, the Corps agreed to undertake a comprehensive review of
the basin-wide operating rules which it follows in its day-to-day decisionmaking. Revision of these rules-known in agency parlance as
the "Master Manual"-was certain to be a challenge not only because
of the absolute scale of the Pick-Sloan projects, but also because, for
the first time, management of the Missouri project would be subject to
open review under the National Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act and the Administrative Procedure Act. It was inevitable as well that the Corps would be compelled to discuss the relative
priority of river uses, and much had changed since 1944. Navigation
on the lower river had failed to develop as a measurable economic enterprise, whereas recreation in the upper basin had become a large
industry with a diverse and numerous constituency.
Directly relevant to the Master Manual review is the listing of one
bird and one fish as "endangered," and two birds as "threatened"
under the provisions of the Endangered Species Act. Two of the
birds-the Piping Plover32 and the Least Tern 33 -are shorebirds that
require an open sandbar habitat for roosting. Under natural conditions, a river such as the Missouri floods during the spring, creating
new sandbars, or scours existing sandbars free of vegetation, thus assuring the necessary nesting environment. Channelization of the Missouri River below Sioux City eliminated all such habitat, as did the
30. Id. at 7-8.
31. Id. at 7.
32. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., Final Rule: Determination of Endangered and
Threatened Status for the Piping Plover, 50 Fed. Reg. 50,726 (Dec. 11, 1985)
(codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17.11 (2002)).
33. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., Final Rule: Interior Population of the Least Tern Determined to be Endangered, 50 Fed. Reg. 21,784-01 (May 28, 1985) (codified at 50
C.F.R. § 17.11 (2002)).
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vast reservoirs in the upper basin. The third bird-really a raptor-is
the Bald Eagle, which feeds, rests, and nests in the tall cottonwood
trees that naturally prosper in the Missouri's floodplain. However,
these trees, and dam operations
river development has decimated
34
have halted their reproduction.
The fish is the Pallid Sturgeon, known to be found in the Missouri
River, the Mississippi River downstream of the mouth of the Missouri,
and the lower Yellowstone. 3 5 The listing document associates the decline of the Pallid Sturgeon with the "extensive developments of the
and all ob1950s and 1960s of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers,"
36
modifications":
"habitat
to
decline
the
attribute
servers
Factors include physical blocking of normal movement patterns of the fish by
construction of the big dams; alteration of water quality and temperature; alteration of flows which may affect reproduction, timing of reproduction, or
of habitat
food sources; alteration of previous spawning habitats; 3reduction
7
diversity; and reduced productivity of the river systems.

For purposes of the Master Manual review, these species have in common the fact they are all dependent on the Missouri River's natural
flow patterns. In other words, the natural flow of the River is the distinctive habitat necessary for the species to recover, and because the
current water management regime alters the natural flow in a radical
way, a conflict is inevitable.
Related closely to the endangered species listing is a policy change
announced by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("the Service") in
1994. The Service, which enforces the Endangered Species Act of 1973
("ESA"), announced that, henceforth, its regulatory and other functions would be guided by the concept of ecosystem management, which
requires that the total habitat be managed, not just the small speciesby-species segments. As stated in the agency's announcement:
Species will be conserved best not by a species-by-species approach but by an
ecosystem conservation strategy that transcends individual species. The future for endangered and threatened species will be determined by how well
the agencies integrate ecosystem conservation with the growing need for resource use.
[The agencies shall dievelop and implement recovery plans for threatened
and endangered species in a manner that restores, reconstructs, or rehabilitates the structure, distribution, connectivity and function upon which those
listed species depend. In particular, these recovery plans shall be developed
and implemented in a manner that conserves the biotic diversity (including
...

34. NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL COMM. ON MISSOURI RIVER ECOSYSTEM SCIENCE, NAT'L
ACADEMIES, THE MISSOURI RIVER ECOSYSTEM: EXPLORING THE PROSPECTS FOR RECOVERY 81 (2002) [hereinafter NRC, THE MISSOURI RIVER ECOSYSTEM].
35. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., Final Rule: Determination of Endangered Status for

the Pallid Sturgeon, 55 Fed. Reg. 36,641-01 (Sept. 6, 1996) (codified at 50 C.F.R.
§ 17.11 (2002)).
36. Id. at 36,642 (codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17.11 (2002)).
37. Id.

I
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the conservation of candidate species, other rare species that may not be
listed, unique biotic communities, etc.) of the ecosystems upon which the
listed species depend. 3 8

Although this change may appear slight at first glance, in fact it
can represent a major shift in how the ESA is applied. If the regulatory focus changes from the specific species-by-species approach to one
that examines the overall well-being of the surrounding ecosystem,
the potential scope of authority is broadened. It demands that resource management decision making be centered around the concept
of ecosystem functions, rather than the avoidance of jeopardy to a specific specie. As a leading legal commentator summarizes: "Each specie
is part of a dynamic, co-adapted assemblage of species dependent on
and interacting with the surrounding habitat. It is that total package
that must be managed, not just some of the bits and pieces." 3 9
The Master Manual review process began during drought, but it
has been significantly influenced by flood. In 1993, unprecedented
rains caused floods in the upper Mississippi River basin and the lower
Missouri. In the aftermath of the great flood, the President established an Interagency Floodplain Management Review Committee to
describe and examine the consequences of the flood, to evaluate the
performance of existing floodplain management and related watershed management programs, and to make recommendations for
changes in current federal policies and programs that most effectively
would achieve risk reduction, economic efficiency, and environmental
enhancement in the floodplain and related watersheds. The Committee report, Sharing the Challenge: Floodplain Management into the
21st Century (Galloway Report),40 has become essential readingsomething of a contemporary text on floodplain management. It
summarizes:
The Midwest Flood of 1993 was a hydrometeorological event unprecedented in
recent times. It was caused by excessive rainfall that occurred throughout a
significant section of the upper Mississippi River Basin. The damaging impacts of this rainfall and related runoff were felt both in upland areas and in
the floodplains. Pre-flood rainfall saturated the ground and swelled tributary
rivers. Subsequent rains quickly filled surface areas, forcing runoff into the
lower lands and creating flood conditions. The recurrence interval of the flood
ranged from less than 100 years at many locations to near 500 years on segments of the Mississippi River from Keithsburg, Illinois, to above St. Louis,
Missouri, and on segments of the Missouri River from Rulo, Nebraska, to
38. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., An Ecosystem Approach to Fish and Wildlife Conservation: An Approach to More Effectively Conserve the Nation's Biodiversity, 59
Fed. Reg. 34,274 (July 1, 1994). On this, see also NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL
COMM. ON RESTORATION OF AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS, NAT'L ACADEMIES, RESTORATION
OF AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND PUBLIC POLICY (1992).

39. J.B. Ruhl, Ecosystem Management, the ESA, and the Seven Degrees of Relevance,
14 NAT. RESOURCES & ENV'T 156, 158-59 (2000).

40.

INTERAGENCY

FLOODPLAIN MGMT. REVIEW COMM., SHARING
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT INTO THE 21ST CENTURY (1994).

THE CHALLENGE:
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above Hermann, Missouri. At 45 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gauging staflood
tions, the flow levels exceeded the 100-year mark. The duration of the
41
added to its significance. Many areas were under water for months.

The Galloway Report called for greater emphasis on non-structural solutions, including the acquisition and restoration of wetlands:42
The Review Committee supports a floodplain management strategy of, sequentially, avoiding inappropriate use of the floodplain, minimizing vulnerability to damage through both structural and non-structural means, and
mitigating flood damages when they do occur.
By controlling runoff, managing ecosystems for all their benefits, planning
the use of the land and identifying those areas at risk, many hazards can be
avoided. Where the risk cannot be avoided, damage minimization approaches,
such as elevation and relocation of buildings or construction of reservoirs or
integrated into a
flood protection structures, are used only when they can be
43
systems approach to flood damage reduction in the basin.

With respect to the Master Manual review and protection of wildlife,
the Galloway Report's significance is its recognition that the navigation channel south from Sioux City, Iowa is too constricting, and is
harnessing the energy of flood waters so tightly that they are bound to
break out somewhere downstream. According to the Galloway Report,
flood damage could be reduced significantly by allowing the River to
wander in selected parts of the original flood plain, thereby releasing
its force and spreading itself at flood stage. Of course, such practices,
if adopted, might be termed "restoration" of the flood plain, and restoration of the habitat for wildlife that had been eliminated almost completely when the channelization project was constructed.
C.

Recognition of the Role of Sediment

Closer study of river functions has brought attention to the critical
role that sediment and sediment transport plays in the natural life of
a large river such as the Missouri. Prior to construction of the mainstem dams, the river transported a mean annual sediment load of 150
million tons at Yankton (location of the lowermost dam), 175 million
tons at Omaha, and 250 million tons at its mouth.44 After closure of
the dams, sediment at Omaha and the mouth averaged 25 and 125
million tons, respectively. Because the banks of the river have been
"armored" in order to create the navigation channel, the sediment load
a concan only be obtained by scouring the river's bed, thus causing
45
stant lowering (degradation) of the bed level in the channel.
Prior to channelization, the river's flow was rarely swift, then only
in the deeper parts, 4 6 and was slowed by the countless braided side41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Id. at viii-ix.
Id. at v.
Id.
Schmulbach et al., supra note 10.
Id.
NRC, THE MISSOURI RIVER ECOSYSTEM, supra note 34, at 65.
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channels, sandbars and sloughs. Today, as a result of narrowing and
channelization, the river downstream from the dams runs at a more
vigorous and steady velocity.47 This greater velocity increases the
river's ability to scour sediment from the bed.
These effects deprive the river of its natural tendency to migrate
laterally. As recently summarized in a report by the National Research Council:
Degradation occurs as a result of the water released from the dams and increased currents caused by structures that have been installed to force water
into a single channel. These features downstream of dams mimic the natural
tendency of flow to mobilize and transport sediment. However, once mobilized
and transported downstream, there is no longer an upstream source of sediment to replace sediment removed by these flows. Replacement sediment that
would have maintained the dynamic equilibrium of the channel is deposited in
48
upstream reservoirs.

By deepening the channel, degradation disconnects the river from its
flood plain. 49 The river no longer overflows its banks, and the lack of
flooding means that the interaction of the river and the floodplain is
lost. Also, as the main channel deepens, tributary streams are affected. The lowered bed and increased velocity of the Missouri causes
the beds of tributaries to lower and become incised in order to meet
the elevation of the main channel.50
D.

Bank Stabilization and the Remnant Stretches

With the construction of a series of huge dams on the main channel
and a tight navigation channel in the lower basin, it is surprising to
realize that there remain remnant stretches of the Missouri, and it is
on these that we now focus. From Fort Peck Dam in Montana to Williston, North Dakota there is a substantial run of approximately
eighty miles which retains a "natural appearance, with a sinuous
channel and a wide floodplain."51 There is a stretch of such "free-flowing" water from Garrison Dam to Bismarck, from Fort Randall Dam to
the mouth of the Niobrara River (the "39-Mile Stretch") and from
Gavins Point Dam to Ponca, Nebraska (the "59-Mile Stretch"). Perhaps because there is now a broad public realization of the extent to
which the natural river has been sacrificed, attention has focused on
means, by which to salvage some of the natural features of these remnant stretches.
The task of taking steps to protect remnant stretches of the river is
complicated indeed. On these stretches the riparian land remains in
private ownership, has been in most cases cleared of trees and con47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Id.
Id.
Id. at 66.
Id. at 67.
Id. at 72.
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verted to agricultural production, with a trend toward riverside housing, both permanent and recreational. Because the waters that are
below mainstem dams are sediment starved, there is an inevitable
lowering (degradation) of the bed, which leads to collapse of the banks
as the river gathers sediment and attempts to reconnect with its floodplain. When landowners complain that they are losing valuable land
in this way to the river, the first response of the Corps is to "armor" or
"stabilize" the banks by constructing hard "bank stabilization" structures. This leads to concerns that "bank stabilization" is merely another means of channelizing these remnant stretches. It is this
contest between river development and river protection that is the interest of this Article.
Since the great dams were closed there has emerged a vigorous
competition between private landowners along these "free-flowing"
stretches and a diverse group of interests that advocate maintenance
of more natural conditions. The landowners, who have testified and
lobbied persistently in Washington, focus on the loss of agricultural
52
This direct
land as well as threats to roads, bridges, and buildings.
economic argument has been sustained from the 1970s to the present
and is able to bring to bear considerable weight on the political process. Advocates of the landowner interest have one objective, and that
is public expenditures for "hard" bank stabilization structures along
53
Bank stabilization projects are
the three free-flowing stretches.
presented under a variety of names, including "erosion control," "riprapping," revetments, hard points, jetties, and so forth.
In opposition to this political pressure in favor of bank stabilization
is the voice in favor of allowing the river to do its natural work in
these stretches. It is argued that bank stabilization projects do not
eliminate erosion unless the banks are completely armor-sealed, as in
the case of the downstream navigation channel. The water flows retain the same energy to pick up and transport sediment, and, in most
cases, a structure simply diverts flows against another unprotected
shore. Some landowners will always be demanding protection until
the entire stretch of the river is sealed off.
The argument is advanced that the Missouri has always meandered and eroded its banks. To complain about this erosion is to complain about the natural processes through which the river regenerates
itself-to complain about the natural river itself. The river should be
allowed to do what it knows how to do, and that is to seek a new flow
equilibrium. The list of unnatural effects of bank stabilization includes reduction of the surface area of the river, increasing the velocity of the current, deepening of the river channel, inhibiting the
52. E.g., Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Water Resources of the House Comm. on
Public Works, 93rd Cong. 789-828 (1973).
53. Id.
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formation of sandbars, reducing the number of braided channels, and
eliminating backwater.54
An equity argument is also advanced by advocates of the natural
river. An example is provided by the following:
In July 1997, when some landowners along the Garrison Reach of the river
were complaining about the erosion and demanding publicly-subsidized bank
stabilization, the high flows below Garrison Dam were only around 59,000
c.f.s. The year before the Garrison Dam was completed, the high flows were
500,000 c.f.s., and run-offfrom the plains and mountain snow-melt would usually cause the river to flood in March and June. The average [pre-dam] peak
flow was around 136,000 c.f.s. So the complaining landowners were already
receiving considerable protection at public expense. Before the dams, as a result of annual flooding, most of the land now being farmed or developed could
not be used for such purpose. Similar figures apply to the downstream
stretches in southeastern, South Dakota. 5 5

The point merits reemphasis. Before the closing of the great dams,
downstream lands were subject to annual flooding, and were, as noted
supra, a natural part of the floodplain and, therefore, a natural part of
the river itself. After the closing of the dams, these vast lands could
be and were cleared for agricultural production. Thus, despite the occasional loss of some lands to bank cave-ins, the landowners have enjoyed an enormous bonanza at public expense. As time passed, the
idea that these lands were flood-free caused housing developers to
move in, thus supplementing the chorus of demands for additional
bank stabilization projects.
The most persistent argument in opposition to bank stabilization
on the remnant stretches of the river emphasizes the impact on fish
and wildlife. A free-flowing river, characterized by islands, backwater
areas, and braided channels, provides the biological diversity needed
for native fish and wildlife. Natural banks provide unique river
habitat, in which fish rest and spawn. They are a key to the freeflowing river's functions as temporary home to migratory waterfowl,
and most natural stretches are prime sports fisheries.56 The natural

54. JOHN FERRELL, BIG DAM ERA 161-62 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1999); see
generally DANIEL H. STERN & MICHELE S. STERN, MISSOURI INST. OF RIVER STUDIES, EFFECTS OF BANK STABILIZATION ON THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STREAMS AND SMALL RIVERS: A SYNTHESIS (1980); J. CRAIG FISCHENICK,
ENGINEER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, EFFECT OF RIPRAP ON RIVERINE
AND RIPARIAN ECOSYSTEMS (U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs 2003); REGION 6, U.S. FISH
& WILDLIFE SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, POLICY ON STREAMBANK STABILIZATION PROJECTS (Feb. 2001).
55. Gerhard Radtke, Protectingthe Remaining Shore, Speech delivered in Bismark,
N.D. (Aug. 20, 1998) (on file with author and available in the Schmid Law Li-

brary at the University of Nebraska College of Law).

56. Id.
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for some of the species
river is also an important part of recovery
57
listed as endangered and threatened.
57. The record of the long debate concerning bank stabilization contains a steady
flow of expressions of concern for fish and wildlife: "The Fish and Wildlife Service
is deeply concerned about the adverse environmental effects on fish and wildlife
habitat of bank stabilization measures. This is based on our observed degradation of such habitat by those measures." Letter from Alfred C. Fox, Deputy Dir.,
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., Dep't of the Interior, to Eugene T. Mahoney, Dir., Neb.
Game & Parks Comm'n (March 7, 1977) (on file with author and available in the
Schmid Law Library at the University of Nebraska College of Law).
[W]e believe using rock to armor natural areas such as riparian habitats
is not a good method of stabilization. It is critical to sustaining fish and
wildlife habitats that we allow natural riverine processes to occur to the
extent that it is possible. Rivers naturally meander and this means the
loss and accretion of riverbanks and riparian habitats over time. If natural processes are allowed to continue, eventually new riparian habitats
will form as meanders change the shape of the riverbank.
Letter from Rex Amack, Dir., Neb. Game & Parks Comm'n, to Candace M. Gorton, U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs (Aug. 29, 2002) (on file with author and available
in the Schmid Law Library at the University of Nebraska College of Law).
[W]e emphasized our concern with the ongoing proliferation of rock and
concrete rubble riprap that is resulting in armoring the banks of the Upper Missouri River from Garrison Dam in North Dakota to Ponca, Nebraska. The issue of cumulative effects of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
constructed and permitted bank stabilization projects in the Omaha District has been raised by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and many
others for over a decade. Specifically, we have urged that further Corps
construction or permitting of new bank armoring, except for emergency
protection of buildings, bridges and other infrastructure, should be held
in abeyance until an Environmental Impact Statement addressing those
effects has been finalized and the public is better informed on the issue.
Memorandum from Reg'l Dir., Region 6, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., Dep't of the
Interior, Omaha, Neb. (Oct. 17, 2002) (on file with author and available in the
Schmid Law Library at the University of Nebraska College of Law).
Armoring a major portion of the free-flowing river may resolve landowners' concerns about erosion and result in more control of the river's powerful currents. On the other hand, such intensive stabilization also
would degrade the health of the river system, resulting in adverse impacts on its fish and wildlife values.
Letter from John A. Blankenship, Reg'l Dir., Mountain-Prairie Region, U.S. Fish
& Wildlife Serv., Dep't of the Interior, to Dr. Jim Peterson, President, Missouri
River Bank Stabilization Assoc. (Dec. 11, 2002) (on file with author and available
in the Schmid Law Library at the University of Nebraska College of Law).
Bank stabilization in the ... [59-Mile Stretch] is also of concern to river
biologists in Nebraska and South Dakota. The ecosystem of the historical Missouri River depended on bank erosion to provide woody debris
(snags, logjams, etc.) in the channel for fish and invertebrates, a source
of sediment for habitat (sandbars and islands) used by interior least
terns, piping plovers, waterfowl and sharebirds, and a source of nutrients for production of fish and invertebrates. Because of the dramatic
reduction in sediment and organic matter (nutrients) in the 59-mile
reach, fish growth is poorer here than in downstream channelized
reaches. A recent survey funded by the [National Park Service] did not
find false map turtles, which are state-listed in South Dakota, in areas
stabilized by rock.
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LEGISLATING BANK STABILIZATION ON THE "59MILE STRETCH"

Most dams built in 1950 had many purposes, and sometimes these purposes
58
were in competition with each other.

A.

WRDA 1976: Section 32 Projects

On account of the persistent lobbying of landowners along the 59Mile Stretch, and others, Congress included a response in the Water
Resources Development Act of 1974 ("v RDA").59 The brief relevant
provision states:
(b) The [Corps] is authorized and directed to establish and conduct for a period of five fiscal years a national streambank erosion prevention and control demonstration program. The program shall consist of (1) an
evaluation of the extent of streambank erosion on navigable rivers and
their tributaries; (2) development of new methods and techniques for bank
protection, research on soil stability, and identification of the causes of
erosion; (3) a report to the Congress on the results of such studies and the
recommendations of the Secretary of the Army on means for the prevention and correction of streambank erosion; and (4) demonstration projects,
including bank protection works.
(c) Demonstration projects authorized by this section shall be undertaken on
streams selected to reflect a variety of geographical and environmental
conditions, including streams with naturally occurring erosion problems
and streams with erosion caused or increased by manmade structures or
activities. At a minimum, demonstration projects shall be conducted at
multiple sites on(1) the Ohio River;
(2) that reach of the Missouri River between Fort Randall Dam, South Dakota, and Sioux City, Iowa;
(3) that reach of the Missouri River in North Dakota at or below the Garrison Dam; and
(4) the delta and hill areas of the Yazoo River Basin generally in accordance with the recommendations of the Chief of Engineers in his report dated September 23, 1972.60

A sparse legislative history indicates that the program "will enable
the Corps to attempt and evaluate differing types of protective measures as part of the overall study of the problem."61

58.

59.
60.
61.

Letter from John Cooper, Sec'y, S.D. Game, Fish & Parks Comm'n, to U.S. Senator Thom A. Daschle (Nov. 19, 2003) (on file with author and available in the
Schmid Law Library at the University of Nebraska College of Law).
COLLIER ET AL., supra note 1.
Water Resources Development Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-251, 88 Stat. 12 (referred to as the "Streambank Erosion Control Evaluation and Demonstration Act
of 1974").
Id. § 32, 88 Stat. at 22.
H.R. REP. No. 93-541, at 97-98 (1973), reprinted in 1974 U.S.C.C.A.N. 14, 14-23.
As part of a later legislative effort, Senator Exon of Nebraska stated that: "The
primary goal of the original section 32 national streambank erosion and prevention control program was to develop a vigorous effort to demonstrate low-cost
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As required, a final report was submitted to Congress in 1981.
Two projects on the "39-Mile Stretch" and nine on the "59-Mile
Stretch" were described. The projects consist of rock revetments, tie62
backs, and hardpoint structures.
As stipulated in the statute, the projects upon completion were
turned over to local sponsors, and the Corps was not, at that stage,
obligated to maintain the Section 32 structures. In 1981, a Missouri
River Bank Stabilization Association ("MRBSA") testified successfully
before Congress for funding to maintain Section 32 projects. This
funding was added to the Corps's operation and maintenance budget
for use in the 59-Mile Stretch during fiscal year 1982. Since that time,
maintenance has occurred almost annually due to funding expressly
added to the Corps's budget.63 Absent maintenance, the structures
measures for retarding or preventing erosion damage." 13D CONG. REC. S9527
(daily ed. July 31, 1984) (statement of Sen. Exon).
62. U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG'RS, FINAL REPORT TO CONGRESS: THE STREAMBANK EROSION CONTROL EVALUATION AND DEMONSTRATION ACT OF 1974, XVI-I (Dec. 1981)
[hereinafter CORPS, FINAL REPORT] (A thorough glossary is provided as a part of

Main Report, XVI-I.). For example:
Hard-Point-A streambank protection technique whereby "soft" or erodible materials are removed from a bank and replaced by stone or compacted clay. Some hard points protrude a short distance into the
channel to direct erosive currents away from the bank. Hard points also
occur naturally along streambanks as passing currents remove erodible
materials leaving nonerodible materials exposed.
Revetment-Cover
streambank.

or erosion-resistant material placed to protect a

Tiebgack-Structure placed between revetment and bank to prevent
flanking.

Id.
63. Letter from Kurt F. Ubbelohde, Dist. Eng'r, Omaha Dist., U.S. Army Corps of
Eng'rs, to Mary Henry, Assistant Reg'l Dir., Ecological Servs., U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv. (Jan. 28, 2003) (on file with author and available in the Schmid Law
Library at the University of Nebraska College of Law).
According to the Final Report to Congress on the 1974 Act, the following
named Section 32 projects were undertaken on the 59-Mile Stretch, with stated
completion dates provided in parentheses:

Cedar County Park
(1980)
Brooky Bottom Road
(1978)
Mulberry Bend
(1979)
Ryan Bend
(1979)
Ionia Bend
(1979)
Goat Island
(1979)
Vermillion Boat Club
(1979)
Vermillion River Chute
(1979)
Elk Point
(1980)
CORPS, FINAL REPORT, supra note 62.
The number of Section 32 projects is confirmed in Letter from Steven Anschutz, Neb. Field Supervisor, Ecological Servs., U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., to
Col. Kurt F. Ubbelohde, Dist. Eng'r, Omaha Dist., U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs
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would lose their function gradually. Thus, the Section 32 demonstration program, which was originally limited to a five-year period, lives
the 59-Mile Stretch as a result of the very speon along the banks of
64
cific appropriations.
(Apr. 22, 2003) (on file with author and available in the Schmid Law Library at
the University of Nebraska College of Law): "The [Corps] proposes ongoing, annual Congressionally-funded maintenance of nine Section 32 projects which consist of rock revetments, tiebacks and hardpoint structures along a total of 25
miles to the right and left banks . .. ."

64. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service filed separate comments on the demonstration
projects:
It is our considered opinion that the potential long-term losses of resources and productivity that will result from the National Section 32
Program outweigh its relatively short-term gains. To date, projects appear to provide protection from erosion but markedly alter the character
of the two remaining relatively natural reaches of the Missouri River in
South Dakota and Nebraska. Riverine habitats, such as those in the
project area, have become, and are becoming, increasingly scarce in
South Dakota and Nebraska and in many other parts of the Nation. As
a result, those remaining have a high value and are becoming increasingly valuable.
Actions to solve bank erosion problems have the potential for preserving these habitats. However, they also have the potential for destroying
or significantly damaging them if carried to extremes or carried out
without sensitivity to natural values. Measures must be taken to prevent or reduce losses or preserve and restore these environments.
High-value riparian habitats can be protected, in some instances, by
installing appropriate erosion control devices in specified locations.
However, this action can precipitate land clearing when carried out to
protect private land. Therefore, it must be followed up by purchase in
fee or easement to protect the public values of these habitats.
In other instances, no action or acquisition of adjacent eroding lands
may be the least-cost alternative to solving a bank erosion problem while
at the same time maintaining the diversity of terrestrial habitat adjacent to the river but would preserve aquatic habitats as well.
We recognize that some structures will be necessary. However, wherever structures are built, they should be of the "soft" type (no more than
necessary to check erosion) and be installed with due regard to potentials for changing instream hydraulics which would affect aquatic environmental values. They should not reduce channel widths nor eliminate
oxbows, nor should they induce erosion at new locations that will then be
considered for additional structures.
Proper maintenance that will allow the reestablishment of native
vegetation on structures will not only provide wildlife and fishery
habitat but will meet aesthetic criteria as well. These potentials can be
developed by incorporating the fish and wildlife environmental concerns
into the early study and planning process.
Recommendations
We recommend that before proceeding with extensive bank stabilization
within the remaining free-flowing reaches of the Missouri River:
(1) That each site selected for demonstration purposes be treated individually and that an adequate mitigation plan be developed for each
site, as is done with other projects, pursuant to the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act, 16 U.S.C. 661 et. seq.
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In 1997, a study contracted by the Corps looked back on Section 32
projects, and summarized them in this way:
The Section 32 program was authorized during an era when there was considerable emphasis being placed on "environmental" issues throughout the
United States, and there was widespread interest in maintaining natural riverine characteristics of the nation's streams. The techniques developed and
constructed, therefore, were designed to minimize environmental degradation
of the riverine environment and to maintain as much of the natural river
characteristics as possible. Another significant issue that was paramount was
the ultimate cost of the work, as it was apparent that construction costs of
more conventional techniques in general use were excessive for protecting agricultural lands along the Missouri River. General guidelines used in the original conceptual designs attempted to address these issues and were a driving
force in most designs. These included such things as keeping the structures
as low as possible, not constricting the river channel, leaving open areas between structures to minimize costs, using lower graded material to reduce
costs, using minimum stone application rates, using smaller less restrictive
gradations, and developing techniques that used a combination of stone and
vegetation. Techniques developed under the Section 32 program were not expected to completely eliminate all bank erosion, but were designed to keep the
loss of agricultural lands within tolerable limits. Local erosion, therefore, in
and around some of the structures was anticipated and expected. A wide variety of techniques were developed for use along the river, with site specific ad65
aptations as required.

B.

The WSRA's General Provisions

Because the "59-Mile Stretch" was subsequently designated by
Congress as a recreational river pursuant to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 ("WSRA")66 it is necessary to examine certain relevant
provisions of that law.
The WSRA is both a counterweight to federal river engineering
programs and an effort to limit the development of certain rivers and
their banks in the name of conservation and recreation. 6 7 The WSRA
recognizes three categories of rivers to which protection may be extended. "Wild river areas ...[are] free of impoundments and gener(2) That such mitigation plans include nonstructural as well as structural measures required to protect aquatic habitats and terrestrial
wildlife habitats associated with the river.
(3) That the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers seek specific authorization to
acquire land or interest in lands deemed necessary to protect, enhance, and preserve fish, wildlife, and other values within each project area.
CORPS, FINAL REPORT, supra note 62, at E-3-313, 314.
65. WARREN J. MELLEMA, AN EVALUATION OF STREAMBANK EROSION CONTROL
PROJECTS ALONG THE UPPER MISSOURI RIVER 4 (Contract No. DACW 45-97-P0527, Omaha Dist., U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, June 1997).
66. Pub. L. No. 90-542, 82 Stat. 1055 (1968) (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C.
§§ 1271-1287 (2000)).
67. See A. Dan Tarlock & Roger Tippy, The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, 55
CORNELL L. REV. 707 (1970).
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ally inaccessible except by trail, with watersheds or shorelines
essentially primitive and waters unpolluted."68 "Scenic river areas...
[are] free of impoundments, with shorelines or watersheds still largely
primitive and shorelines largely undeveloped, but accessible in places
by roads."69 "Recreational river areas . . . [are] readily accessible by
road or railroad, that may have some development along their shorelines, and that may have undergone some impoundment or diversion
70
in the past."
With the enactment of the WSRA, Congress responded to at least
three major concerns. First among these was the inability of states,
particularly in the West, to preserve and protect river systems. The
prior appropriation doctrine of western states' water rights law, with
its historic refusal to recognize water left in place as a beneficial use,
was a roadblock to state action.
Second, Congress hoped through the WSRA to control federal
water development. In the Act's declaration of policy, it states:
The Congress declares that the established national policy of dam and other
construction at appropriate sections of the rivers of the United States needs to
be complemented by a policy that would preserve other selected rivers or secof
tions thereof in their free-flowing conditions to protect the water quality
71
such rivers and to fulfill other vital national conservation purposes.

Third, Congress undertook through the WSRA to increase Congressional control over federal land management agencies by including specific directives for managing system rivers. 7 2 These attempts
at control highlight the clear and apparent tension between the protection goals of the WSRA, and the nation's historic enthusiasm for
sponsoring and financing the construction of dams, locks, channels,
irrigation, flood control, recreation and other projects that deprive rivers of their natural characteristics. Because public financing projects
of this type play a fundamental role in legislative and political
processes, it is reasonable to assume that Congress was aware that
the WSRA must be balanced carefully against such projects. It is in
the manner in which the WSRA draws that balance that we find the
Act's more meaningful provisions.
The first such limitation applies specifically to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission ("FERC") and states:

68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

16 U.S.C. § 1273(b)(1) (2000).
Id. § 1273(b)(2).
Id. § 1273(b)(3).
Id. § 1271.
These three concerns are described in Sally K. Fairfax et al., Federalism and the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: Now You See It, Now You Don't, 59 WASH. L. REV.
417 (1984).
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[FERC] shall not license the construction of any dam, water conduit, reservoir, powerhouse, transmission line, or other project works under the [FPA]
on or directly affecting any river which is designated .... 73

The second limitation is more general. The first sentence continues by
stating:
. . and no department or agency of the United States shall assist by loan,
grant, license, or otherwise in the construction of any water resources project
that would have a direct and adverse effect on the values for which such river
was established,
as determined by the Secretary charged with its
74
administration.
*

The next sentence in the passage states that these limitations shall
not "preclude licensing of, or assistance to, developments below or
above a wild, scenic or recreational river area or on any stream tributary thereto which will not invade the area or unreasonablydiminish
the scenic, recreational, and fish and wildlife values present in the
area . . ."75
The third limitation states:
No department or agency of the United States shall recommend authorization
of any water resources project that would have a direct and adverse effect on
the values for which such river was established, as determined by the Secretary
charged with its administration,or request appropriations to begin construction of any such project ....
without advising the Secretary of the Interior or
the Secretary of Agriculture, as the case may be, in writing of its intention so
to do at least sixty days in advance, and without specifically reporting to the
Congress in writing at the time it makes its recommendation or request in
what respect construction of such project would be in conflict with the purposes of this chapter and would affect
the component and the values to be
76
protected by it under this chapter.

C.

The WSRA and the Management Duties of Federal
Agencies

As just described, an essential concern of Congress in the WSRA
was to impose management constraints upon projects that may be promoted by federal resource development agencies. Section 7 gives a
veto to the river management agency over projects that may have a
73. 16 U.S.C. § 1278(a) (2000) (emphasis added).
74. Id. (emphasis added).
75. Id. (emphasis added). It can be observed in passing that this language is not
altogether clear. The first sentence prohibits FERC from licensing any project
works "on or directly affecting." The same sentence then prohibits all federal
agencies (including FERC) from assisting any project that would have a "direct
and adverse affect on the values for which such river was established as determined by the Secretary charged with its administration." This creates a secretarial veto over any proposed projects or permits for private activity. Observers
have suggested that it is not clear whether this second sentence establishes as
independent standard or is merely an elaboration of the "direct and adverse effect" standard in the first sentence. A. DAN TARLOCK ET AL., WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT 1087 (5th ed. 2002).
76. 16 U.S.C. § 1278(a) (2000) (emphasis added).
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"direct and adverse effect" on WSRA rivers. 77 Later, the WSRA states
that rivers
shall be administered in such manner as to protect and enhance the values
which caused it to be included in said system without, insofar as is consistent
therewith, limiting other uses that do not substantially interfere with public
use and enjoyment of these values. In such administration primary emphasis
protecting its esthetic, scenic, historic, archeologic, and scienshall be given7to
8
tific features.

And, later in the statute, agencies responsible for managing WSRA
rivers and any agency having jurisdiction over lands in the river segment "shall take such action respecting management policies, regulations, contracts, plans, affecting such lands.., as may be necessary to
protect such rivers in accordance with the purposes of the [WSRA]."79
This language has been interpreted in several judicial decisions.
In Swanson Mining Corp. v. -Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,8 0 a mining company proposed to renovate and operate a small
hydroelectric facility on a designated wild and scenic river and applied
to FERC for an exemption from the WSRA. The company argued in
support of the application that the WSRA precludes an exemption
only when a proposed project would have an adverse effect on scenic
values,8 1 and only when a project involves construction. 8 2 The court
upheld FERC's denial of an exemption, concluding that the company's
"argument contradicts the plain language of the statute as well as its
legislative history."S3
The court in Swanson observed that the WSRA imposes "two distinct restrictions on the powers of different federal agencies."8 4 The
first clause of section 7(a) applies only to FERC; the second clause "applies more generally."8 5 The court wrote:
The restrictions on FERC differ from the restrictions on other agencies in two
ways. First, Congress restricted FERC from licensing any construction "on or
directly affecting" a wild and scenic river while permitting other agencies to
assist in the construction of a water resources project unless the project had "a
direct and adverse effect on the values for which such river was established."
Second, Congress limited the ability of all agencies, including FERC, to assist
in the construction of "water resources projects" while specifying that FERC
additionally could not license construction of "any dam, water conduit, reservoir, powerhouse, transmission line, or other project works." Congress thus
limited FERC's ability not merely to license construction of entire hydroelec77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

Id. § 1278.
Id. § 1281(a) (emphasis added).
Id. § 1283(a) (emphasis added).
790 F.2d 96 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
Id. at 102.
Id. at 104.
Id. at 102.
Id. (interpreting section 7(a) of the WSRA, 16 U.S.C. § 1278(a) (2000)).
Id.
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tric projects but also
to license construction of the separate components of
86
such an endeavor.

The court also concluded that renovation of an existing hydroelectric
project involved construction within the meaning of the WSRA, stating that "[the [WSRA] prohibits not merely the licensing of construction of an entire hydroelectric facility, but also the licensing of
construction of any component of such a project."8 7
Two additional reported decisions focus on the process for determining when a proposed water resources project will have a "direct
and adverse effect on the values for which a river is designated." In
Coalition for Canyon Preservation,Inc. v. Hazen,8 8 a river bridge that
had been destroyed by wildfire was proposed for replacement at a location some 350 feet upstream from the original site, and the National
Park Service had applied to the Corps's for a Section 40489 permit.
The plaintiffs argued that the Corps had failed to give primary emphasis to the wild and scenic river values and sought review of the
Corps' grant of a permit. Affirming the permit action, the court relied
on a "section 7 determination" under the WSRA by the National Park
Service that the proposed bridge was "compatible with wild and scenic
river values."90 Based on that determination, the court concluded
that the Corps had "adequately and reasonably considered the project
in light of the entire public interest."91
In Sierra Club North Star Chapter v. Pena,9 2 a federal district
court took up the question whether a bridge that required a Section
404 permit from the Corps constituted a "water resources project"
within the meaning of the WSRA.
Issuance of the permits was blocked in the fall of 1996 by a [National Park
Service] determination that the proposed bridge constitutes a "water resources project" under Section 7 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act ...and a
further determination in December 1996 that if the project were allowed to go
forward it would have a direct and adverse impact on the specific values
which entitled the Lower St. Croix to be included in the WSRA. 9 3

The Secretary of the Interior had interpreted the phrase "water resources project" to include "any type of construction which would result in any cleavage in the free-flowing characteristics of a [wild and
86. Id. (the court based its conclusion on "both the words of the statute and its legislative history," citing 114 CONG. REC. S28,313 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1968)).
87. Id. at 104.
88. 788 F. Supp. 1522 (D. Mont. 1990).
89. 33 U.S.C. § 1314 (2000) (The Section 404 permit is required for the discharge of
dredged material, placement of fill material, or excavation within waters of the
United States; the permit is authorized the Secretary of the Army.).
90. 788 F. Supp. at 1529.
91. Id. at 1530.
92. 1 F. Supp. 2d 971 (D. Minn. 1998).
93. Id. at 973.
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scenic] river"94 and the court deferred to that interpretation. It also
concluded that the National Park Service determination of compatibility with river values was supported under the arbitrary and capricious
95
standard of review.
In the so-called Elk Creek Dam decision, 9 6 the Ninth Circuit reversed a district court holding that the Corps of Engineers violated the
WSRA prohibition on assisting construction by deciding to proceed
with the Elk Creek Dam despite the conclusion of the Forest Service
and the Bureau of Land Management that it would unreasonably diminish fish values in a designated river by impeding migration and
spawning of anadromous fish. 9 7 The Ninth Circuit interpreted the
prohibition on assistance to apply only when a federal agency gives
assistance to others to enable them to take action affecting a wild and
scenic river. 98 The prohibition did not apply in this case, because the
Corps was not acting to license, permit, or otherwise authorize a third
party to take action. According to the court, no prior consent of the
managing agencies is required, because the dam is expressly authorized by Congress; the Corps is not an "authorizing agency." Under the
facts of the case, Congress authorized and the Corps reported, and the
decision by the Corps did not authorize construction:
Section 7(a) is concerned with two different types of projects: those that are
federally assisted on the one hand (governed by the first two sentences), and
those that are congressionally authorized on the other (governed by the third
sentence) .... Thus, it appears that Congress intended to require the appropriate Secretary's consent where a federal agency is the authorizing agency,
and Congress will not be involved, but not where Congress itself is the
99

decisionmaker.

The conclusion is that when an agency is exercising discretion over a
river, the agency managing the river segment may exercise its Section
7 authority.
D.

The Umbrella Study

In August 1977, the Corps published a three-volume document
known among basin planners as "The Umbrella Study."1oo Although
94. Id. at 978.
95. Id. at 982.
96. Oregon Natural Resources Council v. Marsh, 845 F. Supp. 758 (D.Or. 1994), affd
in part and rev'd in part sub nom. Oregon Natural Resources Council v. Harrell,
52 F.3d 1499 (9th Cir. 1995) [Elk Creek Dam].
97. Elk Creek Dam, 845 F. Supp. at 772-73.
98. 52 F.3d at 1505.
99. Id. at 1505-06 (emphasis added). The court finds support for its conclusion in
legislative history as well as the Department of Agriculture's WSRA regulations,
which remain in effect. 36 C.F.R. §§ 297.1-.6 (2003). The Secretary of the Interior has not promulgated regulations for the purpose of implementing section 7
decisions.
100. CORPS, 1977 UMBRELLA STUDY, supra note 23.
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weighty study documents are far from unique, this one provides a
thorough look at the situation on the river at a time when many of the
decisions were being made that would have an impact on the 59-Mile
Stretch. The period during which the Umbrella Study was prepared
was one in which the Corps could look back with some satisfaction on
the vast engineering enterprise which it had accomplished. The principal features had been in place for a period of time sufficient to allow
the Corps to evaluate them and to assess any new possibilities for the
River. Viewed in this way, the Umbrella Study is an appraisal of
achievements as well as a Corps "wish-list" of new engineering possibilities. Such things as additional storage, sub-impoundments, regulating dams, additional hydroelectric capacity, pump storage and
interior drainage are described as possibilities.O1 The subject of the
59-Mile Stretch, however, occupies a disproportionate share of the
Umbrella Study, and the Corps was clearly in search of a revised solution. The Umbrella Study suggests that a sort of tug-of-war had developed over this stretch of remnant river.
It will be recalled that the 59-Mile Stretch begins at Gavins Point
Dam, near Yankton, South Dakota, and runs downstream to Ponca,
Nebraska. From Ponca to Sioux City, Iowa the banks of the river are
"stabilized" which means that they are protected against erosion into
the channel. During this short stretch, the river is being "trained" for
its subsequent more severe channelization downstream. From Sioux
City to the mouth, the river is "armored" within a tight and narrow
channel. The 59-Mile Stretch was, in the eaAy 1970s, clearly intended
to be developed as an extension of the navigation channel, and all that
was lacking was specific Congressional authorization.10 2 This plan, if
implemented, would have carried the navigation channel to Gavins
Point Dam, and thus would have presented the possibility of subsequent extension of navigation upstream.
Circumstances altered the public's view of the 59-Mile Stretch.
With the closing of the dams and the harnessing of the river within a
tight channel, a vast conversion of floodplain and bottomland forest to
field agriculture took place within a relatively short period of time.
The story of this huge loss of natural habitat has yet to be told adequately.1 0 3 Many thousands of acres of mature trees were bulldozed,
stacked, doused with diesel oil, and burned. In communities where
hunting, fishing, and outdoor life play a strong cultural role, destruction on such a vast scale could not occur unnoticed, and the idea developed that channelization upstream from Sioux City to Gavins Point
101. Id. at A-1 to A-8.
102. The 1945 legislation which authorized the navigation channel stipulated that the
channel was to begin at Sioux City, Iowa. See supra note 22.
103. But see ROBERT KELLEY SCHNEIDERS, UNRULY RIVER: Two CENTURIES OF CHANGE
ALONG THE MISSOURI 231-32 (1999).
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might be a bad idea if it would lead to further loss of wildlife habitat.
At about the same time, the nation as a whole was developing an
awareness of the environmental costs associated with uncontrolled
pollution, water resources development and habitat loss. The immediate effect of this change on the political landscape was an emboldening
of the state game agencies and private hunting and fishing organizations, which began to speak in favor of protecting remaining natural
areas.
This trend collided head-on with the strong desire among riparian
landowners to have their riverbanks stabilized against further collapse; they demanded bank protection. A process of full bank stabilization would, in the emerging view of opponents, have resulted in a
process of incremental channelization, and eventual elimination of
this remnant section of Missouri River floodplain. A program of bank
stabilization upstream to Gavins Point Dam would also have required
express Congressional authorization and funding. Federal budget
constraints, however, combined with the emerging expressions of concern over loss of floodplain habitat, dimmed prospects for legislation of
that type. Such was the tug-of-war that was ongoing when the Corps
drafted its Umbrella Study in 1977, and proposed a compromise solution which became the root cause of management tensions on the 59Mile Stretch today.
The solution was to nominate the 59-Mile Stretch for designation
as a Recreational River under the WSRA, 104 while incorporating into
the 59-Mile Stretch a limited amount of bank stabilization projects,
carried forward from Section 32 of the WRDA and thought to be sufficient to satisfy riparian landowners who were then, and remain now, a
vocal political constituency. The Corps's proposal is summarized thus:
Placement of structures totaling 130,000 linear feet is proposed for the river
reach between Gavins Point Dam and Ponca State Park, the same reach of the
river proposed for designation under [the WSRA]. This will affect 23 percent
of the present bank line ....
Only structures now being installed under authority of Section 32 of [the WRDA] of 1974, or modifications thereof, that
demonstrate aesthetic and biological effects compatible with National [Wild
1 05
and Scenic River] designation will be used in this river reach.
•.. In accordance with the plan objective, a major design consideration will
be to hold disturbance of bank and bar areas to a minimum to preserve a
104. CORPS, 1977 UMBRELLA STUDY, supra note 23, at E-89. The idea had been under
consideration for several years at least. On April 6, 1976, a meeting between the
Corps and the Department of the Interior's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation took
place, which concluded that "there is a consensus that this cooperative effort offers an excellent opportunity to implement a new approach to the Bureau's Wild
and Scenic River Program." Memorandum from the Dir. of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, to the Reg'l Dir. of the Mid-Continent Region (Apr. 16, 1976) (on
file with author and available in the Schmid Law Library at the University of
Nebraska College of Law).
105. CORPS, 1977 UMBRELLA STUDY, supra note 23, at E-15 (emphasis added).
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natural appearance. Suitability as fish habitat will be a primary criterion in
the location
and configuration of structures and selection of their construction
106
materials.
... The bank protection plan ... will be designed and constructed so that
no structure is introduced which would have significant adverse effects on the
outstanding values in the reach.107

The plan for the recreational river envisioned that, in addition to the
restrained bank protection, the river segment would benefit from the
acquisition of scenic and recreational use easements.10 8
The proposed Umbrella Study solution was made the subject of
public hearings in 1976. The clear direction of the testimony is that a
specific compromise had been formulated along the lines just quoted.
For example, then United States Senator James Abourezk testified in
Pierre, South Dakota:
The concept of allowing the river to meander where possible, and intervening
with bank stabilization only where necessary, using local materials as much
as possible, deserves, I think, our very strong support. It is aesthetically
pleasing, it should have minimum impact on fish and wildlife, it will be rela109
tively low cost, and it should do the job that must be done.

All references to a compromise employ language encompassing an
upper limit on the linear feet of bank stabilization and insistence that
any bank stabilization structures be "compatible with wild and scenic
river designation and [contain] provisions for such modification as
may be necessary to assure compatibility." 1 0 Contemporaneous correspondence between the Corps and the Department of the Interior
contain language, of which the following is typical:
106.
107.
108.
109.

Id. at E-16.
Id. at E-89.
Id. at E-119.
Hearings on the Missouri River Umbrella Study Before the Missouri River Division of the Army Corps ofEngineers, Pierre, South Dakota (June 30, 1976) (statement of Senator Jim Abourezk) (on file with author and available in the Schmid
Law Library at the University of Nebraska College of Law). In 1977, the Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation observed that "[iut is our understanding that considerable
widespread public support exists for inclusion of this Missouri River segment in
the national wild and scenic river system, and that much of this support is dependent upon installationof structures to alleviate the soil erosioh problem. Review
of Missouri River Umbrella Draft Study, Memorandum from Dep't of the Interior,
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Mid-Continent Region (Feb. 3, 1977) (on file with
author and available in the Schmid Law Library at the University of Nebraska
College of Law).
110. Letter from Derrell P. Thompson, Reg'l Dir., Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, U.S.
Dep't of the Interior, to Brig. Gen. William E. Read, Div. Eng'r, Missouri River
Div., U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs (Mar. 25, 1977) [hereinafter Letter from Derrell
P. Thompson], reproducedin U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG'RS, REVISED DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, MISSOURI RIVER-SOUTH DAKOTA, NEBRASKA,

NORTH DAKOTA AND MONTANA A-75 (Mar. 1978) (draft Environmental Impact
Statement of the UMBRELLA STUDY) [hereinafter CORPS, REVISED DRAFT].
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Concerning the reach below Gavins Point Dam, the statement is made that
only bank stabilization structures "that demonstrate no or insignificant adverse aesthetic and biological effects will be used to protect the high bank
lands in this river reach." 1 1 1

In 1978, a meeting of the Corps and Interior took place, where a first
draft of legislation designating the 59-Mile Stretch as a WSRA river
was considered. As summarized in minutes prepared by the Corps,
"key features" include:
Provisions for necessary erosion control works, designed and constructed consistent with the recreational river concept.
...As soon as the recreational river designation is authorized, all future
erosion control on this river reach would be under the recreational river
authority.112

Thus, the documentary evidence supports a conclusion that, insofar as it applied to the 59-Mile Stretch, the Umbrella Study was a
decision document. That it was intended to serve as such is supported
by the fact that the Corps prepared and published a Revised Draft
Environmental Statement on the Umbrella Study in March of
1978.113 This document adopted the language of the Umbrella Study
in all ways. For example:
Placement of structures totaling 130,000 linear feet is proposed for the river
reach between Gavins Point Dam and Ponca State Park ....
This will affect
23 percent of the present bank line ....
Those structures now being development under authority of Section 32 of the Water Resources Act of 1974, or
modifications thereof, that demonstrate aesthetic and biological effects com1 14
patible with National (WSRA) designation will be used in this river reach.

It is apparent that at the conclusion of the Umbrella Study an agreement had been reached to include limited bank stabilization in the
legislation that would designate the 59-Mile Stretch as a component of
the WSRA system, and that forms of "soft" or modified structures were
envisioned. In the words of the Corps in the Umbrella Study:
Bank stabilization consists of design and construction of soft protection works
employing river management techniques designed to preserve the existing environment while at the same time preserving high bank lands. 1 1 5

111.
112.
113.
114.

Id.
Id.
CORPS, REVISED DRAFr, supra note 110, at E15.
Id. at iv-5. The record does not settle the question of whether the maximum
amount of bank stabilization would be set at 130,000 linear feet. Although no
higher number is mentioned, the record expresses concern that a lower number
may be appropriate. For example: "We cannot agree to 130,000 feet of bank stabilization for the area being considered for national designation without a role in
determining compatibility with wild and scenic designation and provisions for
such modifications as may be necessary to assure compatibility." Letter from
Derrell P. Thompson, supra note 110.
115. CORPS, 1977 UMBRELLA STUDY, supra note 23, vol. 1, at 4.
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...Excepting along those river reaches where it serves the additional function of training a navigation channel, hard protection has little basis for selection. Although it minimizes loss of arable land, it has been widely criticized as
and is far more costly than soft protection. It was
being destructive of habitat
1 16
not considered further.

E.

WSRA Designation of the "59-Mile Stretch" as the
Missouri National Recreational River

In 1978, Congress designated the segment of the river from Gavins
Point Dam in South Dakota to Ponca, Nebraska, as a recreational
it carriver under the WSRA, and every evidence provides proof1 that
17
ried forward the recommendation of the Umbrella Study.
As already indicated, the WSRA was seen as both a counterweight
to federal dam-building programs and an effort to limit the development of certain rivers and their banks in the name of conservation and
recreation. There is a clear tension between the preservation and protection goals of the WSRA and the nation's historic enthusiasm for
financing construction of dams, locks, channels, irrigation gates, flood
control, and other structures that deprive rivers of their natural functions and characteristics. No better example can be found than in
Congress's decision to insert WSRA recreational rivers into the Missouri, which is one of the most intensely-developed large rivers in the
nation.
1.

Designation

The 59-Mile Stretch is designated a recreational river, and "shall
1 18
of the Inbe administered as a recreational river by the Secretary"
ac"readily
as
segments
river
recreational
defines
terior. The WSRA
cessible by road or railroad, that may have some development along
their shorelines, and that may have undergone some impoundment or
diversion in the past."1 19 The WSRA also specifies that a river segment, in order to be designated, "is a free-flowing stream" that pos116. Id. at 39. The administrative record contains regular references to "soft" bank
structures. For example, Eugene T. Mahoney, Director of the Nebraska Game
and Parks Commission, commented on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement of the Umbrella Study: "The concern or question in our minds is how will
the proposed 'soft' structures function at lower flows." Letter from Eugene T.
Mahoney, Dir., Neb. Game & Parks Comm'n, to William E. Read, Div. Eng'r, Missouri River Div., U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs (Mar. 10, 1997) (on file with author
and available in the Schmid Law Library at the University of Nebraska College
of Law).
117. National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 65-625, § 707, 92 Stat.
3467, 3528 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. § 1274(a)(22) (2000)). Although the
"39-Mile Stretch" downstream from Fort Randall was also designated a recreational river in separate legislation, focus here is on the "59-Mile Stretch."

118. 16 U.S.C. § 1274(a)(22) (2000).
119. Id. § 1273(b)(3).
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sesses "outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, fish
and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values .
"120 The
effect of WSRA designation is that the river or segment "shall be preserved in free-flowing condition, and.., shall be protected for the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations."' 2 '
The 59-Mile Stretch is described in the designating legislation "as
generally depicted" in the document that we have referred to as the
Umbrella Study.122 That document identifies the values to be protected in this way:
National river designation will protect and reserve the outstandingly remarkable historic, aesthetic, recreation, fish and wildlife, and geologic values of
123
this reach, and enable much greater public enjoyment of them.

2. Administration of the Missouri National Recreational River
The designating statute states that the 59-Mile Stretch "shall" be
administered as a recreational river by the Secretary of the Interior.124 The House Report accompanying the designation is more explicit in stating where management authority is to lie:
The language provides that the Secretary of the Interior shall construct such
recreation features and streambank stabilization features as he deems necessary and advisable,
and shall maintain various streambank stabilization
12 5
structures.

In apparent consistency with the primacy of the Secretary of the Interior, the designating statute then states: "The Secretary shall enter
into a written cooperative agreement with the Secretary of the Army
(acting through the Chief of Engineers) for construction and maintenance of bank stabilization work and appropriate recreational development."126

3.

The Bank Stabilization Compromise

The designating statute then provides:
In administering such river, the Secretary [of the Interior] shall, to the extent,
and in a manner, consistent with this section(A) provide (i) for the construction by the United States of such recreation
river features and streambank stabilization structures as the . . .
[Corps] .. .deems necessary and advisable .. . and (ii) for the operation and maintenance of all streambank stabilization structures ...
(including both structures constructed before November 10, 1978, and
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

Id. §§ 1271, 1273.
Id. § 1271.
See supra note 23.
CORPS, REVISED DRAFT, supra note 110, at 1-29.
16 U.S.C. § 1274(a)(22).
H.R. REP. No. 95-1165, at 87 (1978), reprinted in 1979 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3467, 3528.
16 U.S.C. § 1274(a)(22) (emphasis added).
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structures constructed under the authority of this section and structures constructed ... under the authority of any other Act) .... 127

This section reflects the results of the "delicate negotiation" between
128
affected landowners, governments and conservation interests.
4.

Bank Stabilization Conditioned Upon Voluntary Transfers of
Private Land

The designating statute proceeds to create a specific prerequisite to
the construction of bank stabilization projects on the 59-Mile Stretch:
The Secretary of the Army... shall conditionthe construction or maintenance
of any streambank stabilization structure or of any recreational river feature
at any site under subparagraph (A)(i) upon the availability to the United
States of such land and interests in land in such ownership as he deems necesand enhance
sary to carry out such construction or maintenance and to 1protect
29
the river in accordance with the purposes of this chapter.

This provision completes the compromise that is so often referred to in
the Umbrella Study and the legislative history. The House Report on
the Bill is more explicit:
No streambank stabilization structure or recreational feature is to be placed
or maintained on private land without the owner and the United States first
negotiating suitable arrangements for adequate protection of any land within
in accordance with the purposes of
that ownership within the river 1boundary
30
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

On the Senate floor Senator George McGovern of South Dakota also
referred to the "delicate negotiation" and spread the following language on the record:
The language provides that in order for there to be any bank stabilization,
the landowner who is to benefit from it must also make available land for
protection of fish and wildlife values. This insures there will be no bank stabilization without protection of wildlife and recreational values. This is agreed
to by all parties involved with the designation.
Simply stated, as things presently stand, there is no way to protect wildlife
values along the river without this designation. This legislation corrects that
bank stabilization. It also creates a unique
problem. It also permits 1needed
31
recreational opportunity.

127. Id. (emphasis added).
128. For instance, House Report 1165 stated: "The addition of this segment of the Missouri River to the system is the result of a delicate negotiation . . . ." H.R. REP.
No. 95-1165, at 87. Senator George McGovern remarked: "It too is the result of
delicate negotiations . . . ." 124 CONG. REc. S36,203 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1978).
Congressman Thone of Nebraska stated that the language "addresses two
equally important but distinct concerns." 124 CONG. REc. H18,881 (daily ed.
June 26, 1978).
129. 16 U.S.C. § 1274(a)(22) (emphasis added).
130. H.R. REP. No. 95-1165, at 87.
131. 124 CONG. REC. 836,204 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1978).
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What this understanding is indicative of is the unique characteristic of this
designation. In order for a landowner to obtain needed bank stabilization
work on his property, he and the United States must first negotiate a suitable
arrangement to adequately protect any land within his ownership within the
river boundary in accordance with the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act.132

In sum, in the words of Congresswoman Virginia Smith of Nebraska:
"This section of the bill provides that preservation and streambank
stabilization go together hand-in-hand to benefit the public."1 33
The compromise served a variety of practical functions in the political and legislative process. As indicated in the Umbrella Study, it
solved the problem of "what to do" with the 59-Mile Stretch, which had
become something of an administrative and political orphan. It provided an answer to conservationists who were interested in salvaging
some small remnant of the Missouri Basin's great valley habitat. It
also provided at least partial relief to landowners who were so vocal in
demanding bank stabilization structures on the river, while simultaneously creating a superficial rationale for the enormous expenditures
required by bank stabilization construction. The benefit-to-cost ratio
for the bank stabilization structures would normally make appropriations through a WRDA unlikely. That is, the financial cost of such
heavily engineered structures overwhelmed completely any benefits
resulting from protection of a relatively small amount of farmland. In
addition, the costs would appear, quite accurately, to be solely for the
benefit of a few private citizens, rather than the public generally. A
portion of the costs of construction could be recovered, on paper at
least, by provision of interests in land, easements and rights-of-way by
the benefitted private landowners.13 4 This would keep landowners
from converting yet more habitat to farmland, and these interests
would benefit the public at large by providing scenic, aesthetic and
wildlife values.
F.

Section 33 of the Water Resources Development Act of
1988135

Without so much as tipping its hat to prior actions, Congress in
1988 authorized a separate bank stabilization program for the Corps:
[The Corps] is directed to undertake such measures, including maintenance
and rehabilitation of existing structures, which [it] determines are needed to
alleviate bank erosion and related problems associated with reservoir releases
along the Missouri River between Fort Pack Dam, Montana, and a point 58
132.
133.

124 CONG. REC. S36,205 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1978).
124 CONG. REC. H18,883-84 (daily ed. June 26, 1978).

134. See generally NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL, NAT'L ACADEMIES, REVIEW PROCEDURES

FOR WATER RESOURCES PROJECT PLANNING (2002) (on cost allocation in water resources planning).
135. Water Resources Development Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-676, § 33, 102 Stat.
4012, 4031.
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In
miles downstream of Gavins Point Dam, South Dakota and Nebraska ....
lieu of structural measures, the [Corps] may acquire interests in affected areas, as [it] deems appropriate, from willing sellers.

The effect is to provide the Corps with general authority to construct
bank stabilization features on the Missouri River.
At the time of enactment of this new "Section 33" in 1988, the
Corps informed the Congress that the construction of bank stabilization structures would require new Congressional authorization, and
that, under normal planning procedures, such projects would have to
be economically justified in accord with Corps planning principles,
and a nonfederal share of twenty-five percent would have to be borne
by local sponsors. 13 6 Because bank stabilization work, when carried
out in order to protect a relatively small amount of agricultural land,
is unlikely to prove to be economically justifiable,13 7 and because it is
even more unlikely that local sponsors would be available to contribute a twenty-five percent share, the challenge for Congress was to develop a payment mechanism that would avert the financial obstacles.
The options available to Congress are stated succinctly in the report of the General Accounting Office, which serves as the foundation
of the 1988 authorization:
One option would be to fully or partially fund the cost of erosion control,
whether economically justified or not. Under this option the federal taxpayer
and/or a nonfederal entity would pay for the protection. The other would be to
allocate the costs of erosion control, whether economically justified or not, to a
project purpose or purposes. Under this option, the hydroelectric consumers,
would pay varying portions of the
other beneficiaries, and federal taxpayers
13 8
cost of the erosion control structures.

The legislative history of Section 33 is unclear as to which of the
options Congress intended, but it is fair to assume that it intended one
of them, and to thereby relieve landowners of any financial responsibility. If the Corps proceeded on the assumption that the first option
is the rule, it would require appropriations from Congress. Under the
second, it could proceed by allocating costs against the ample hydropower revenues generated at the five mainstem dams. 139
V.

CONCLUSION: THE WRDA-WSRA TENSION ON THE
RIVER TODAY

There is now an administrative stand-off regarding bank stabilization structures on the 59-Mile Stretch of the Missouri National Recreational River. Although no bank stabilization structures were in place
136.

GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, U.S. CONG., WATER RESOURCES: EVALUATION OF ERO-

SION PROBLEMS ON UPPER MISSOURI RIVER 10, 22 (1988). This report is the basis
for Section 33 of the Water Resources Development Act of 1988.
137. Id. at 22.
138. Id. at 3.
139. Guhin, supra note 21, at 366.
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when the designation as a recreational river occurred, a series of
structures were completed shortly thereafter. 140 The Corps has continued to maintain those structures, and has also considerably expanded the size and altered the design. of the original structures. It is
presumed that the structures being thus maintained and modified are
the original demonstration works undertaken pursuant to Section 32
of WRDA 1974. In the process of expanding and maintaining the existing structures the Corps has apparently abandoned any concept of
"soft" or "demonstration" structures of the type envisioned by the original Section 32. The majority of such structures have instead been
reduced to a common construction form based on the placement of
piles of large chunks of pink rock, usually a quartzite from a quarry
located some seventy miles from the river.
Legal authority for maintaining the existing Section 32 structures
cannot be pursuant to the original legislation, which expired by its
own terms decades ago. The presumptive source of authority is a series of specific additions to WRDA appropriation bills over the years.
These "adds," as they are known in the lexicon of water resources
politics, appear to extend only to maintenance of existing demonstration projects constructed pursuant to Section 32.141 There is an apparent absence of any express authority to expand, modify or lengthen
these structures. As "new start" construction projects they could be
initiated under the discretionary authority contained in general Corps
legislation, or Section 33 of the WRDA of 1988. However, the Corps
has exercised Section 33 construction authority upstream below Garrison Dam and also along the 39-Mile Stretch in South Dakota, but
not in the 59-Mile Stretch. 14 2 Thus, while the Corps appears to assert
Section 33 authority in the 59-Mile Stretch of the Missouri National
Recreational River, it has yet to exercise it directly or openly.
While the Corps has proceeded independently under its WRDA authority, the National Park Service has sought repeatedly to gain access to the decisionmaking process through the WSRA, and without
observable result. Thus, we have the case of two administrative agencies proceeding along independent tracks, exchanging an endless
stream of courteous letters and memoranda while, in actual fact, failing to cooperate in any substantive manner.
The WSRA appears to provide the National Park Service with at
least two points upon which to base a claim of legal priority over the
actions of the Corps. Administrative responsibility for governance of
the river is placed squarely in the hands of the Secretary of the Inte140. See supra note 63.
141. See supra notes 62-64.
142. Such projects are currently subject to an informal delay while the Corps prepares
a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on the potential cumulative
impacts of those bank stabilization projects.
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rior, who has delegated that responsibility to the National Park Service. Equally as significant, the legislative history makes it clear that
construction of bank stabilization is ultimately the responsibility of
the Interior, and not the Corps. Although the legislation is clear in
granting the Corps the technical decision of when such structures are
"necessary and advisable," it is the Interior that "shall, to the extent,
and in a manner, consistent with this section," provide for "recreation
river features and streambank stabilization structures." 143 Similarly,
the statute refers expressly to all operation and maintenance of bank
stabilization as a responsibility of the Interior, including structures
built under the authority of other laws. 144 This allocation of authority
does not appear to allow for the Corps to operate independently, but
the evidence is that, under the authority of the many WRDAs, precisely that is occurring.
An essential feature of the designating provision of the Missouri
National Recreational River is that which preconditions the construction of bank stabilization and recreational river features upon the
transfer to the United States of interests in land sufficient to protect
or enhance the river in accordance with the river protection goals of
the WSRA.145 The statute states that any bank stabilization structure must be preceded by the transfer to the United States by the benefited landowner "of such land and interests in land ... as [it] deems
necessary to carry out such construction . . .and to protect and enhance the river in accordance with the lurposes of this chapter."
There is no evidence on the administrative record of this condition being applied by the Corps on the 59-Mile Stretch. This provision is the
principal tool by which the National Park Service is enabled to protect
essential scenic and wildlife features of the recreational river. Inability to assert this provision effectively defeats the ability of the National Park Service to protect the features which caused the River to
be designated a recreational river. In sum, the designating statute
appears to place the National Park Service at the top of the management ladder. In reality, however, the Corps has found a way to operate independently of a scheme that seems otherwise apparent from
the clear statutory language.
Section 7 of the WSRA's "direct and adverse effect standard" also
provides a tool that gives priority to the National Park Service. To
repeat the critical language,
[N]o department or agency of the United States shall assist by loan, grant,
license, or otherwise in the construction of any water resources project that
would have a direct and adverse effect on the values for which such river was
143. 16 U.S.C. § 1274(a)(22) (2000).
144. Id.
145. Id.
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This section entrusts determination of a project's "direct and adverse
effect" to the Secretary of the Interior. 147 In making that determination, the Secretary is charged with protecting the "values for which
such river was established." This phrase provides the substantive
core of WSRA protection and incorporates a number of values.148 The
first of these is the river's free-flowing condition. Second is the river's
"outstandingly remarkable" characteristics. These are typically found
in the legislative history of the designating statute, the report nominating the river, and in the words of the designating statute itself. A
third source of values is the WSRA's definition section, which describes the characteristics of wild, scenic and recreational rivers, respectively.14 9 The statute designating the Missouri National
Recreational River takes this same approach, incorporating key river
values by reference. Thus, any bank stabilization or recreational
structures must be "consistent with this section," and land transfers
prerequisite to construction must be those determined by the National
Park Service to protect and enhance the river in accordance with the
provisions of the WSRA.150 Projects that will have a "direct and adverse effect" on a protected river are prohibited. This phrase has been
correctly analyzed by Hiser, who writes:
In enacting the legislation, Congress undertook to preserve wild and scenic
rivers in the same condition as when designated. An adverse effect, then,
must be an effect that degrades one of the "values for which such river was
established." This definition seems especially rigorous: it bars any project
that will have a direct and adverse effect, regardless of magnitude, on a protected river. This contrasts sharply with the standard governing developments below or above a wild and scenic river segment, which only forbids
15 1
developments that unreasonably diminish a river's values.

Altogether, this part of Section 7 gives the administering Secretary
the power to prohibit any project that would have an adverse effect
within those boundaries.
So, why has it not happened, and why has the Corps been able to
continue construction and maintenance of bank stabilization structures within the Missouri National Recreational River?
The Section 32 authorization expired by its own terms and was replaced in 1978 with the superseding authority of the WSRA. Any con146. Id. § 1278(a).
147. Eric L. Hiser, Piloting the Preservation/DevelopmentBalance on the Wild and
Scenic Rivers, 1988 DuKE L.J. 1044, 1064-65. See also, Peter M.K. Frost, Protecting and Enhancing Wild and Scenic Rivers in the West, 29 IDAHo L. REV. 313
(1992).
148. Hiser, supra note 147, at 1065-66.
149. Id. at 1052.
150. 16 U.S.C. § 1274(a)(22).
151. Hiser, supra note 147, at 1067 (footnotes omitted).
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struction and maintenance work from that time forward is thus
subject to the WSRA's Section 7 veto authority. This is also the case
when construction and maintenance is to be accomplished with appropriations added with reference to the expired Section 32, in which case
the choice of where, whether, and how to work is discretionary with
the Corps and is not an express Congressional command as was the
case with the Elk Creek Dam. In addition to Section 7 authority, the
Corps is required, as an absolute condition precedent, to obtain from
landowners real property interests sufficient to protect recreational
river values as defined by the National Park Service. The WSRA is
altogether clear on both of these requirements.
The problem is perhaps best stated in a recent essay by Houck:
"That which is not nailed down by law is not likely to happen."15 2 In
this case, the National Park Service has on paper a substantive authority to protect the river, but it is a mere paper power, because the
agency has no means of procedural implementation. Without a means
of enforcement, the WSRA's paper powers will yield to the greater political weight of the WRDA. If the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is to
play a durable role in river protection, Congress must create a procedural device that provides the management agency with enforceable
authority.

152. Oliver Houck, Tales from a Troubled Marriage:Science and Law in Environmental Policy, 302 SCIENCE 1926 (2003).

